Open communication strategies between a triad of ‘experts’ facilitates death in usual place of residence: A realist evaluation
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Abstract

Background: In order to meet policy drivers on death in usual place of residence, it is key to understand how shared decision-making can be facilitated in practice. An integrated care pathway was implemented in primary care in the North East of England to facilitate death in usual place of residence.

Aim: To understand how, for whom and in which circumstances death in usual place of residence is facilitated.

Design: A mixed method realist evaluation was employed. Local primary care practice death audit data were analysed to identify outcomes using a mixed effects logistic regression model. Focus groups and interviews with staff of the integrated care pathway and bereaved relatives were analysed to identify the related contexts and mechanisms.

Setting/participants: Death audit data of 4182 patients were readily available from 14 general practitioner practices. Three focus groups were conducted with primary and secondary care staff, voluntary sector organisations and care home representatives. Interviews with bereaved relatives were carried out in participants’ homes (n=5).

Results: A mixed effects logistic regression model indicated a significant effect of year on death in usual place of residence when compared to a model without year using an analysis of deviance (p=0.016). Qualitative analysis suggested that this outcome was achieved when a triad of ‘experts’ (comprising patient, family members/family carers/formal carers and healthcare professionals) used open communication strategies.

Conclusion: An empirically supported theory of how, for whom and in which circumstances death in usual place of residence happens is provided, which has important implications for both policy and practice.
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What is already known about the topic?

- Increasing patient engagement in healthcare has become a health policy priority.¹
- National Voices² suggest involving people who are important to the person with palliative needs in their care.
- Practical ways of implementing this in practice are vast, yet variable in use and efficiency; those that target both the healthcare professional and the patient show more promise.³

What this paper adds?

- This paper contributes to significant literature based on the effectiveness of open communication strategies in healthcare, specifically in palliative care.
- This paper demonstrates the value of including three ‘experts’ in palliative care: the patient, the healthcare professional and the main carer.
- A refined programme theory of achieving death in usual place of residence is provided.
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Implications for practice, theory or policy

- In practice, where possible and with patient consent, healthcare practitioners should involve family members and/or the patient’s main carer in palliative shared decision-making.
- In order to move care into the community in line with national drivers, we must strengthen the community workforce and also ensure healthcare professionals have the necessary tools and skills in order to engage patients and their families or main carer in open communication strategies.
- Internationally, shared decision-making could move beyond a process that takes place between two experts (patient/professional), to include close family members or main carers where appropriate.

Background

Patient centredness entails focusing on the whole person beyond their healthcare needs, including consideration of their feelings, experience of illness, psychological and social factors. Shared decision-making has been referred to as the crux of patient centredness, promoting the right of patients to be involved in decisions concerning their health. It has considerable research and policy support and has been described as the meeting of two experts – the patient as an expert in their own life, values and circumstances and the medical expert.

Involving patients in care decisions makes a potentially significant and lasting difference to health outcomes; the Five Year Forward View provides clear direction for improvement of the UK health service and stresses the importance of patients having greater control. Despite this, the literature indicates that quality shared decision-making occurs only about 10% of the time and there is a lack of evidence about how to successfully implement shared decision-making.

Shared decision-making is essential in palliative care in order to elicit preferences about care, including place of care; however, recent research indicates mixed implementation which may be due to particular difficulty of using shared decision-making in integrated care sites such as palliative care, where decisions need to be negotiated between, and shared with, multiple health and social care practitioners, employed carers, patients and their family carers.

It is important that patient preferences are discussed in advance of end-of-life care, before lack of capacity sets in, to avoid unwanted, futile, aggressive and costly medical treatment, avoid the cessation of treatment when continuation is preferred and to ensure that preferred place of care or death is clear to all. In 2010, 60% of adults stated that they would prefer to die at home, making home the most preferred place of death; hospital was the least preferred place of death across all government office regions. Despite this evidence, Public Health England indicates that only 45.7% people died in their usual place of residence in 2015–2016. This points to a mismatch between desired and actual outcome, which could arise from a multiplicity of causes including complex symptoms, lack of support or fear of death. Death in usual place of residence has been highlighted as an important proxy marker for quality and is reported in the most recent Public Health England statistics; death in usual place of residence forms the outcome of interest in this study.

The integrated care pathway evaluated in this study has been described in detail elsewhere, but in brief, it was implemented in 2009 and was based in one locality in primary care covering 14 general practitioner (GP) practices. The aim of the integrated care pathway was to meet palliative patients’ preferences by engaging in shared decision-making and advance care planning, including preferred place of death. In order to do this, the integrated care pathway used several ‘tools’, such as palliative registers, traffic light systems of wellness and advance care planning, including preference discussions. Advance care planning includes advance statements: Do Not Attempt Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation form; Emergency Health Care Plan and the Lasting Power of Attorney for Health and Welfare. All the component parts of advance care planning can be considered as open communication strategies that promote discussions about care with patients, such as what care they would like to receive and where they would like to be cared for. Discussions should be open and aim to ensure that patients and their family members are involved in, understand and accept their palliative care plan.

This article addresses whether, how and under which circumstances the integrated care pathway was successful in eliciting and adhering to patients’ preferences.

Methods

Realist evaluation

The integrated care pathway is a complex intervention with varying outcomes that could be affected by numerous compounding factors. Realist evaluation is a theory-driven approach which seeks to understand not only whether an intervention works but also what it is about it that works,
for whom, in what circumstances and why. It acknowledges that interventions take place within complex social systems and is therefore well suited to studying interventions, such as the integrated care pathway, with complex and potentially multiple pathways from implementation to impact. In a realist approach, the research begins with a programme theory, which is refined using relevant evidence to provide a more precise programme theory, with greater explanatory potential. A realist programme theory details how the programme or intervention is supposed to work and is formulated as a Context–Mechanism–Outcome Configuration (CMOC). Mechanisms are understood as being a combination of the often multiple resources offered by an intervention and the reasoning this enhances in an individual, in a particular context. This alters the behaviour of participants, which leads to measurable or observable outcomes. Empirical data are used to test programme theories to identify how the intervention works in practice. The initial programme theory (developed through a literature review and familiarisation with the study setting) stated, 'The Integrated Care Pathway can facilitate preferred place of death and prevent emergency admissions (outcome) through identifying patient preferences (context) and using the locality advance care plan (mechanism)'.

**Data collection**

In keeping with realist evaluation, this theory was ‘tested’ using empirical data. Quantitative data analysis in the form of routinely collected locality death audit data from 14 GP practices (including 4078 patients who died) explored variations in death in usual place of residence in the locality over time 2007–2012. The dependent variable was the rate of ‘home’ deaths, here expressed as a fraction of total deaths for each practice in each year with year itself being the sole independent variable. Variation across practices was accounted for by including practice as a random effect. A mixed effects logistic regression model was used to account for the practice variation. Variation across practices (including 4078 patients who died) was accounted for by including practice as a random effect.

In keeping with realist evaluation, this theory was ‘tested’ using empirical data. Quantitative data analysis in the form of routinely collected locality death audit data from 14 GP practices (including 4078 patients who died) explored variations in death in usual place of residence in the locality over time 2007–2012. The dependent variable was the rate of ‘home’ deaths, here expressed as a fraction of total deaths for each practice in each year with year itself being the sole independent variable. Variation across practices was accounted for by including practice as a random effect. A mixed effects logistic regression model was used to account for the practice variation.

It is acknowledged that the statistical tests performed are at odds with the realist notion of generative causation, meaning that outcomes of interest are generated by relevant mechanisms which are triggered by context. Yet these analyses demonstrate tangible outcome patterns over time and therefore complement the realist explanatory endeavour.

Qualitative data were collected to explain any variations in outcomes: three focus groups and semi-structured interviews with bereaved relatives and carers. Consent to contact eligible staff to participate in focus groups was obtained through research and development (R&D) approval and letters to relevant organisations. The date and time of the focus group were arranged and emailed to all the relevant potential participants (GPs, community matrons, social care workers, out-of-hours (OOH) staff, ambulance service, urgent care staff, voluntary organisations and relevant hospices including the locality palliative care unit). Focus group 1 took place in May 2012 (n=12; three GPs, two community matrons, two ward staff nurses, one social care team lead, one junior doctor, one palliative care unit project manager, one palliative care unit deputy manager and one team leader for the OOH nursing service). Focus group 2 took place in October 2012 (n=8; two GPs, one Macmillan nurse, one ward staff nurse, one community matron, one social care team lead, one district nurse and one palliative care unit deputy manager) with a focus on refining Soft Systems Methodology maps of the integrated care pathway created from Focus group 1. Focus group 3 took place in October 2013 (n=6; four GPs, one care home manager and one social care team lead) and acted as a final round of refinement for the CMOCs (programme theories) created from Focus group 2. Each focus group was located at a central GP practice in the locality for ease of access, was an hour and a half in length and was audio-recorded.

**Population and recruitment**

Semi-structured interviews were conducted with bereaved relatives (n=4) and palliative care patients (n=3). Patients and bereaved relatives were identified by GPs in Practice D (data collection was spread among the 12 practices). All bereaved relatives were 4 months post bereavement; this was an inclusion criterion of the study. Once a potential participant was identified by a GP, they were discussed with the founder of the integrated care pathway (retired GP with an interest in palliative care) to ensure that they were suitable and psychologically stable to participate in the study. Once confirmed, they were sent a study invitation letter, which they returned to the principal investigator (PI) with contact details if they wished to participate. Palliative care patients were more than 18 years of age, had cancer and non-cancer illnesses and were not excluded due to frailty. All interviews were located at the patient and bereaved relatives’ homes and all participants were given pseudonyms. Participants were provided with contact details of the founder of the integrated care pathway in case of distress and were assured of anonymity and confidentiality throughout the research process. The interviewer was fully prepared to discuss sensitive issues and had attended training on qualitative data collection techniques. Interviews used realist interviewing techniques which focus on testing the programme theory and use a teacher–learner approach to interviewing where both parties take an active role in informally refining relevant programme theories. Data analysis was conducted using a realist approach, identifying CMOCs using an iterative approach.
The data from both the focus groups and interviews were used to test and refine the programme theory.

**Ethical approval**

The study was granted full ethical approval from the National Health Service (NHS) Research Ethics Committee (REC) on 13 December 2011. Permission was sought to use GP practice data from 14 GP practices and the manager of R&D at NHS North of Tyne Primary Care Trust (PCT). Written informed consent was obtained from all participants. RAMESES II reporting standards for realist evaluation have been adhered to throughout the article.37

In section ‘Results’, data used to understand and test the programme theory are presented, which then form a CMOC as part of a refined programme theory. Outcomes are presented first in the Results section as this echoes the analysis procedure.

**Results**

*Outcome: increase in death in usual place of residence*

The effect of year was significant when compared to a model without year using an analysis of deviance ($p=0.016$). Inspecting the coefficients for each year showed that the significance was driven by the large increase in the rate during 2012 (the other years were largely similar). During 2012, the odds of death in usual place of residence were 40% greater than in 2007 with a 95% confidence interval indicating that this increase could range from a 12% increase to a 73% increase (Figure 1). Analyses were carried out using the R 2016 package lme4 (Bates et al., 2015).

**Mechanisms: open communication strategies and access to palliative expertise**

*Open communication strategies.* Preference discussions within advance care planning are integral to avoiding emergency admissions and facilitating a home death. A Macmillan nurse (Focus group 1) describes how advance care planning leads patients to have a better understanding about their care and feel more competent in directing it:

> So if it’s (advance statement) in the house it gives them a chance to sit and read through it as well you know? Often people don’t like to look through things when someone’s, a professional’s there, but if they’ve got it to look at you can encourage them, and if they’ve got more questions they can understand more about what’s going on. (Macmillan nurse, Focus group 1)

Comprehensive communication strategies were also seen as an anticipatory mechanism that reduces patient and family stress:

> It’s what we expect to happen, this is what we, this is what we can do, if it’s like this, if it’s like that, and it takes the pressure off them, you’ve talked to the families, you’ve said remember when we talked about the plan, and remember when we said if, and they go, ah yeah, yeah. (GP1, Focus group 2)

Patients’ understanding of their illness their preferences and their palliative care is enhanced through open communication strategies with primary care providers to complete advance care planning, potentially leading to less emergency admissions and facilitating home deaths. However, if an emergency admission occurs, this three-way open, honest and comprehensive communication between the GP, patient and carer may break down. Primary care health teams are not significantly involved in hospitalisations, patients are very unwell and families can become emotional, scared and disempowered. Ned and Caroline (bereaved relatives) explained how their elderly mother had gone into hospital after a brain haemorrhage and had remained there for some time having futile investigative tests, against their will:

> If you like that’s a bit like what they (hospital staff) were doing with (Ned’s mother), to say well we know this lady’s had a brain haemorrhage, we want to know what’s happening, well we know there is something going on in her head that involves blood pressure and, so probably this, but we need to prove, we need to prove what’s happening so we can do nothing. (Caroline, bereaved relative)

Caroline and Ned were distressed by their mother’s extended hospital stay and tests but felt that they did not
have the experience, knowledge or empowerment to request a discharge:

(You have less experience) than the medics do, and so inevitably you are going to be slightly shocked, and not certain whether there is going to be the possibility of, erm, some form of effective treatment [...] and, it was, it was clear when she came out four days later that no one had done anything, apart from, apart from find out what was happening. [...] Perhaps we weren’t strong enough (to take her out of hospital). (Caroline, bereaved relative)

Secondary care is characterised by a dominant curative culture, which can be obstructive of palliative care discussions. In emotionally charged circumstances and with less technical knowledge than medical staff, families rarely feel confident to challenge a consultant’s decisions about investigations and request a discharge. Families may not be given the chance to engage in decision-making (as above with Ned and Caroline). This difference in the place of patient centredness between primary and secondary care is paramount. Although shared decision-making is an aspiration in secondary care, it can be more challenging to deliver within a dominant curative culture. This results in difficulty using resources such as open communication strategies, therefore leaving patients and their carers disempowered.

GP1 highlights the curative culture of secondary care; the GP did not challenge the consultants when her own father was ill, thus questioning how families with no medical knowledge might find a voice in the same setting:

Well once you’re in a technical setting it’s very difficult to keep your brain straight. My dad was on ITU for 6 weeks with an open abdomen, that’s crackers isn’t it? That’s crackers. But I lost the plot as well because you’re in such a technical setting that you lose the plot. I mean, I look back and I think, he was a corpse, for goodness sake what was anybody thinking, but you’re in a high tech setting where everybody’s doing things constantly for 6 weeks. You lose the plot, you really lose the plot. So I wish somebody would have given me some, some sort of common sense, but you do lose the plot yeah. I think families do that. (GP1, Focus group 2)

Focus groups with the integrated care pathway staff and interviews with bereaved relatives identified that open communication strategies were an essential mechanism in facilitating a home death.

Access to expertise and responsibility. Qualitative data highlighted that open communication strategies needed to involve a person with significant health expertise and palliative knowledge to effectively facilitate a home death.

Rachel (bereaved relative) was provided with an OOH district nursing service telephone number after she expressed anxieties about caring for her husband at night. This ready access to palliative and end-of-life expertise at all times eased her anxieties:

And that was better because then I knew I could ring them at any time, through the night, because everything’s always worse through the night. And it was, you felt, alone, you know, on your own. [...] I didn’t need to ring it on the Thursday night but definitely on the Friday night when he was pulling the drip out. (Rachel, bereaved relative)

It was not loneliness that caused Rachel anxiety; she explains that contacting her family did not help as, ‘... they couldn’t diagnose anything or tell us what to do’. Her reasoning changed when she had access to palliative expertise at all times: GP surgery during the day and OOH telephone number. This allowed Rachel to care for her husband at home, thus facilitating a home death.

In care homes, palliative expertise was not always readily available. Qualitative data suggested that often death in usual place of residence was more difficult to achieve in care homes, due to carers’ lack of palliative expertise. This was exemplified when a care home staff member explained how he felt it was safer to call an ambulance in case of future questioning about their decision. A GP also reinforced concerns about staff expertise and responsibility:

In some of the patients in care homes the reason it (emergency admission) happens is because of, erm, staffing levels on the weekend, and it can simply come down to that confidence and grade of staff in a nursing home who are not prepared to take responsibility and not paid to … (GP1, Focus group 2)

Family support was also considered pivotal in allowing care home staff to manage death in a care home, as opposed to calling for an ambulance, often leading to the patient being admitted to hospital:

I mean, it is part of the education we do with them (care home staff), but … they can be just teenagers and it’s a hell of a responsibility isn’t it to ring up someone’s family and say your patient, you know, your mums deteriorated but we’re not doing anything, you know it’s very difficult for them … It’s the family that need to be saying to the staff, please do not, you know, we’ve already discussed this and this is what we want to happen. Your protection is the family. (GP1, Focus group 2)

Fear of litigation and responsibility for death were also commented upon by one of the bereaved relatives, Ned. He referred to recrimination being not only institutional but also public, through the media:

… you’ve got this terrible fear, you know of, of, I’m gonna get sued or am I going to get in the newspapers you know, somebody died at (care home) that should have gone to hospital and that, also the impulse of the carers to … To worry to care … Ring an ambulance! (Ned, bereaved relative)

In 2011, local care homes implemented a separate end-of-life care planning form as a requirement of the county
council. This was part of the assessment of new residents, under a scheme called ‘Future Wishes’. This care home-initiated end-of-life care planning may be a more effective way of achieving a statement of preferences that are active in the minds of (care home) carers. GP4 (Focus group 3) felt that the use of end-of-life care planning by care home staff may provide them with more ownership of the plan and avoid crises of confidence when medical emergencies occur, as they have a familiar, care home completed plan to refer to:

That’s kind of giving the carers (care home staff) more ownership of this instead of being just medically driven. (GP4, Focus group 3)

Families are a strong source of support for care home workers when a resident is dying. This end-of-life care plan is carried out with family members and thus may provide care home workers with the reassurance of their support and more ownership over the end-of-life process than if it is only discussed with medical staff. This increased sense of ownership may reduce care home staff’s fear of reprimand and also increase their feelings of expertise in the patient’s and family’s wishes, thus reducing emergency admissions. Use of this care planning was introduced in 2011, prior to the increase in death in usual place of residence in 2012. Figure 2 indicates an increase in care home deaths from 2011 to 2012, thus supporting the theory that the newly introduced end-of-life care plan in care homes may have had an impact on death in usual place of residence. However, statistical analysis did not show a significant change between 2007 and 2012 with the overall effect of year deemed non-significant in an analysis of deviance ($p=0.14$). However, there is less power to detect a change in the care home death data since the numbers involved are necessarily smaller.

**Context: triad of ‘experts’**. Having informal preference discussions and advance care planning as part of the integrated care pathway encourages discussions about care, making the patient’s preferences explicit not only to themselves but also crucially to those involved in their care. These discussions can take place between a triad of people: healthcare professionals, the family or main carer and the patient. Each member of the triad can be considered as ‘expert’ in their own right, as if one of them is omitted from the decision-making process, death in the usual place of residence becomes less likely. For example, if a patient wishes to die in their own home but family members are not involved in this decision-making process, necessary arrangements cannot be made to avoid emergency hospital admissions. When admission does occur, secondary care is not a favourable context for open communication, as it is not set up to use end-of-life primary care resources (preference discussions and advance care planning).

In summary, preference discussions and advance care planning are integral in the community setting when used with a triad of experts who are aware of and adhere to the patient’s preferences; they can prevent emergency admissions, which can break down a palliative approach.

**Discussion**

**Refined programme theory**

The evidence detailed in this article suggests that the initial programme theory can be refined to better reflect how the integrated care pathway facilitates home deaths. When a triad of experts (context) are able to use open communication strategies, such as advance care planning, preference discussions or emergency palliative care access (resources), this leads to expert (informed) carers (reasoning), whether these are family members or care home staff. This leads to increased confidence to care and retain the person in their usual place of residence (reasoning), resulting in an increase in death in usual place of residence (Figure 3).

This mixed method study used GP locality practice data in combination with qualitative data to understand how death in usual place of residence is achieved, through the testing of a realist programme theory. Quantitative data indicated a significant increase in death in usual place of residence over the time of data collection from 2007 to 2012. Qualitative data highlighted the importance of open communication strategies and expertise in palliative care. The integrated care pathway facilitated death in usual place of residence through use of open communication strategies with a triad of ‘experts’, who were informed in
the patient’s care. A realist review on engaging older adults in healthcare decision-making identified few studies that considered involvement of patients’ family members and friends in shared decision-making.39 However, supporting our findings, shared decision-making has been described in the literature as a series of conversations that patients and their carers should have with several healthcare professionals,40–42 although not specifically in palliative care. However, others have highlighted that older people with complex care needs are often reliant on family members and carers to make decisions on their behalf.43 Bunn et al.20 indicate that models such as the triangle of care and patient-centred approaches support involvement of families for both quality and safety and should be routinely involved in shared decision-making for older people with complex health needs, with their agreement.44,45 Yet evidence has indicated that although this contribution is accepted, in practice it does not result in routine engagement of family members and carers.46,47

The study found open communication strategies to be essential in facilitating a home death. These included shared decision-making in terms of preference discussions and advance care planning, as reported in the literature,6,52,53 but also having immediate access to palliative care expertise, whether this be in the form of access to primary care staff or an OOH service. Both family carers and patients take reassurance from knowing that they can receive skilled support quickly if they need help OOH.54,55 In the integrated care pathway, as with most practice development efforts, interpersonal relationships between healthcare professionals and patients embody the intervention and have the ability to bring about change.56 Accordingly, shared decision-making has been referred to as the crux of patient-centred care6,53 and appears throughout the findings of this research. It is known that most patients and their relatives prefer shared decision-making over strict autonomy or healthcare professional-directed decision-making.2,57–59 This study provides evidence to suggest that shared decision-making in palliative care is most effective when it consists of a triad of
‘experts’, the patient, healthcare professional and main carer, using open communication strategies. This has been previously alluded to by authors such as Godolphin;6 however, our research findings further stress the importance of family members, carers and care home staff. The palliative context complicates reflections on shared decision-making, in that illness progression, capacity and confidentiality are key influencing factors on each expert’s participation.

In the United Kingdom, over 10 years ago, the Department of Health White Paper recognised that additional investment was needed to improve end-of-life care in the community and to facilitate death in usual place of residence.60 Subsequently, the 2010 White Paper highlighted the importance of increasing patient engagement in medical decisions.61 Furthermore, in 2011, death in preferred place of care was highlighted as a quality indicator in the Community Indicators for Quality Improvement.62 Yet in 2012, the Royal College of General Practitioners63 found that on average each patient will have three crisis admissions in the final year of life, costing £3200 on average. Using shared decision-making as a triad may help in the prevention of these emergency admissions and meet current policy initiatives for patients to have more control over their care.14 Thus, in order to facilitate the move of end-of-life care into the community, not only must investment be made to strengthen the community workforce but also in ensuring healthcare professionals have the necessary tools and skills in order to engage patients and their families, carers or care home staff in open communication strategies where appropriate.
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